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managing macOS,
without macOS (almost)
Lucas J. Hall| @thelukanator

Welcome  
I seldom blog, and seldom tweet.  



Disclaimer:
The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author and do not reflect 

the official policy or position of my employer in any way.

Disclaimer to make me feel better, not that it really has any legitimate legal effect or anything… 



about me.
Apple Client Platform Engineer for finance firm.

Recently relocated with my wife to the Pacific Northwest. 
Previous lives included, video production, K-12 and NGO entities.

about here.

Hence the previous slide, I am an odd duck here.  
I work in a regulated industry-  but I am promoting F/OSS tools, what?  
Started in video production, realized I wasn’t creative,  
IT director for an NGO for a couple years  
Spent a bit in k-12 pulling quarters out of CD drives  
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about here.

Hence the previous slide, I am an odd duck here.  
I work in a regulated industry-  but I am promoting F/OSS tools, what?  
Started in video production, realized I wasn’t creative,  
IT director for an NGO for a couple years  
Spent a bit in k-12 pulling quarters out of CD drives  



about you?
Who is here for the first time?

Who would consider themselves a “new” mac admin?
Who would consider their fleet small..? medium..? large?

Who is here for the first time? 
Who would consider themselves a “new” mac admin? 
Who would consider their fleet..? small..? 0-100 medium..? 100-500 large? 500+ 
I apologize for those arbitrary measures… 
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managing macOS,
without macOS (almost)

I just want to preface with some bias…
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I support macOS, I game on windows, and I play on linux  
I tend to lean toward using any toolset, preferring the one that does the task most efficiently
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This may not be the popular train of thought- 
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tendency to lean 
toward F/OSS

Another bit of bias  
I tend to lean toward F/OSS solutions  
This talk is based out of experience in that bias  



why would I want 
to not use macOS?
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Why this talk?  
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I can think of a few reasons 
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why would I want to 
not us macOS?
It may be that you do want to- these are some considerations 
on why it may not be the best option for a common thread in 
your management atmosphere.

TIME

Open vs Closed

LTS

• Assuming experience with another OS, the curve may 

take time to adjust to 
• The time it takes administer the OS itself is more 

cumbersome and unwieldy

• Knowing what is and will be supported
• Documented kb of underlying OS
• Bleeding edge updates and patches 

• Benefits of defined release schedule 
• Predefined EOL 
• Documented and/or incremental releases

why not macOS?  
Time to manage 
Assuming experience with another OS, the curve may take time to adjust to  
The time it takes administer the OS itself is more cumbersome and unwieldy 
Open vs Closed Source  
Knowing what is and will be supported 
Documented kb of underlying OS 
Bleeding edge updates and patches  
LTS  
Benefits of defined release schedule  
Predefined EOL  
Documented and/or incremental releases 
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fair warning, this is not 
the first talk on 
this topic.

I am not the first to give a talk like this, I won’t be the last. I claim no originality. 
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How Docker-Compose Change My Life 
Bryson Tyrrell

Easy macOS Management with Chef 
Nate Walck

Intro to GitLab: DevOps tools on a shell script budget 
Mac Justice

Reporting with MunkiReport 
John EberleRick Heil

Munki Mistakes Made Right 
Tom Bridge

Practical Python for Mac Admins 
Jeremy Reichman

Intro to the OS X Command Line 

William EastonJames Stewart

Starting Source Control: Using Git For Literally Everything 
Nick McSpadden

Monitoring your systems using open source tools 
Randy Saeks

macOSLAPS - Randomized Local Admin Passwords 
Joshua D. Miller

Demystifying MDM: open source endeavors to manage Macs 

Jesse Peterson
Victor Vrantchan

How (Not) To Do Bad Things With AutoPkg 
Elliot Jordan

YAY-PIs: Working with REST APIs in Python 
Shea Craig

Other talks at this conference on free or open source tools- in no particular order- and remember they are mostly all recorded 
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
A goal of this talk is to approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new 
administrators, small shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in 
what other tools might be out there. 

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW

BETTER THAN THE SLUSHY MACHINE
I would hope you had more enjoyment than perpetually refilling your cup by the slushy 
machine…

I hope you leave with an idea, workflow modification, resource or a tool you didn’t have 
before this session. 

The goals of this talk:
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
A goal of this talk is to approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new 
administrators, small shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in 
what other tools might be out there. 

BETTER THAN THE SLUSHY MACHINE

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW

I would hope you had more enjoyment than perpetually refilling your cup by the slushy 
machine…

I hope you leave with an idea, workflow modification, resource or a tool you didn’t have 
before this session. 

This is a fundamental talk  
a high level overview of some mostly  non macOS specific applications and ideas  
A good place to start, and some thoughts on how to start  
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
A goal of this talk is to approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new 
administrators, small shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in 
what other tools might be out there. 

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW
I hope you leave with an idea, workflow modification, resource or a tool you didn’t have 
before this session. 

BETTER THAN THE SLUSHY MACHINE
I would hope you had more enjoyment than perpetually refilling your cup by the slushy 
machine…

My hope is that you would take something with you,  
learn something new  
or maybe just see something from a different angle 
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
A goal of this talk is to approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new 
administrators, small shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in 
what other tools might be out there. 

BETTER THAN THE SLUSHY MACHINE

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW

I would hope you had more enjoyment than perpetually refilling your cup by the slushy 
machine…

I hope you leave with an idea, workflow modification, resource or a tool you didn’t have 
before this session. 

You could be somewhere else right now, I appreciate you are hanging with me 
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
A goal of this talk is to approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new 
administrators, small shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in 
what other tools might be out there. 

BETTER THAN THE SLUSHY MACHINE

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW

I would hope you had more enjoyment than perpetually refilling your cup by the slushy 
machine… but who am I kidding? You can’t beat the slushy machine.

I hope you leave with an idea, workflow modification, resource or a tool you didn’t have 
before this session. 

You could be somewhere else right now, I appreciate you are hanging with me
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lifecycle of 
the client machine.

Acquisition
The physical acquisition of a new 
machine; the request for a new virtual 
machine or the sudden discovery of a 
mini in the closet. 

Deployment
Getting a machines prepped with all 
things necessary to get them into the 
hand of a user. 

Support
Keeping the machines up to date, 
having pertinent data at the real, 
being able to act decisively. 

Start with the life cycle of a machine-  

Clients are our goal, first and foremost. Wether thats for end users developers ourselves-  

I will be breaking the lifecycle of a client machine into three different parts, Acquisition, Deployment and Support 
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lifecycle of 
the client machine.

Acquisition Deployment Support
Keeping the machines up to date, 
having pertinent data at the real, 
being able to act decisively. 

The physical acquisition of a new 
machine; the request for a new virtual 
machine or the sudden discovery of a 
mini in the closet. 

Getting a machines prepped with all 
things necessary to get them into the 
hand of a user. 

Aquire!  
How?  
Buy, find, reclaim  
Point is “new to you”  

The physical acquisition of a new machine; the request for a new virtual machine or the sudden discovery of a mini in the closet. 
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lifecycle of 
the client machine.

Acquisition Deployment Support
Keeping the machines up to date, 
having pertinent data at the real, 
being able to act decisively. 

The physical acquisition of a new 
machine; the request for a new virtual 
machine or the sudden discovery of a 
mini in the closet. 

Getting a machines prepped with all 
things necessary to get them into the 
hand of a user. 

Getting a machines prepped with all things necessary to get them into the hand of a user. 
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lifecycle of 
the client machine.

Acquisition Deployment Support
Keeping the machines up to date, 
having pertinent data at the ready, 
being able to act decisively. 

The physical acquisition of a new 
machine; the request for a new virtual 
machine or the sudden discovery of a 
mini in the closet. 

Getting a machines prepped with all 
things necessary to get them into the 
hand of a user. 

Keeping the machines up to date, 
 having pertinent data at the ready, 
 being able to act decisively. 
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lifecycle of 
the client machine.

Acquisition
The physical acquisition of a new 
machine; the request for a new virtual 
machine or the sudden discovery of a 
mini in the closet. 

Deployment
Getting a machines prepped with all 
things necessary to get them into the 
hand of a user. 

Support
Keeping the machines up to date, 
having pertinent data at the real, 
being able to act decisively. 

Through this process we are going to build a model environment in our heads, simplify it down and try and think of tools that can help us in each stage  
Some tools I’ve used or dev’d on, not a must use, only you can find the tool that fits  
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

That new mac smell
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

That new mac smell
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?” 
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

DEP

Asset management and ticketing.   
What do you need it to do? And what do you want it to do? Both now and in the future?  

DEP, not gonna talk about- Jesse Peterson and open mdm  

Let take a look at one of these- my shops small enough and I don’t really want ticketing or anything just some f/oss asset management 
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

Asset management and ticketing.  
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

API! Thats cool! but it will come handy more-so later 
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the 
acquisition.
“Oooh shiny a new machine- now what?”

Why I like snipe it 
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the 
deployment.
“Outta’ my hands, into theirs-“ 
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the 
deployment.
“Outta’ my hands, into theirs-“ 

imaging

What is my goal?
What are my options?
What’s the “best” way 

to get from A to B?

What is my goal? 
What are my options? 
Whats the “best” way to get there? 

What’s the “best” way  
to get from A to B?



35 https://xkcd.com/1205/

Another great illustration I always think of is this X-K-C-D comic It’s one thing to do it because its “cool” and another to realize that your time has value, and that is something I often don’t take into consideration. 
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the 
deployment.
“Outta’ my hands, into theirs-“ 

imaging

Where we “were” Where (Apple says) we’re “going”Where we “are”
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the 
deployment.
“Outta’ my hands, into theirs-“ 

imaging

Where we “were” Where we “are” Where (Apple says) we’re “going”
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the 
deployment. imaging

Netboot image Client Machine
Contains a golden master “image” of 

macOS.
Receives a full “Image” or copy of the 

OS as it was at the time of image 
creation.

Receives needed settings and 
applications and then checks in with 

application deployment server.

Repository Server

“Where we were…” 

Probably applies other settings or tools needed to 
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the 
deployment. imaging

BSDpy Imagr
BSDpy is a platform-independent 
Apple NetBoot (BSDpy) service for 
organizations that have a need for 
Apple Mac NetBoot functionality.

Imagr is an application designed to be 
run from a NetInstall environment 

created with AutoNBI.

“Where we were…” 

Lots of great tools  
Also comes in docker!  
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the 
deployment.

Imaging will be dead (soon-ish) 
“I don’t normally try to foretell the future but there is one change for Mac admins that I’m 
pretty sure will happen: The coming of Apple File System (APFS) will mark the end of disk 
imaging on Macs.” 

                   Rich Trouton 

imaging
“Where we were…” 
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the 
deployment.

Where we “are”

“Where we are…” 

Where we “were” Where (Apple says) we’re “going”

“thin” imaging

Where we are, the state of affairs, the status quo if you're not still imaging 
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the 
deployment. “thin” imaging

Installer pkg Client Machine
Contains needed apps and settings. Receives needed settings and 

applications and then checks in with 
application deployment server.

Receives needed settings and 
applications and then checks in with 

application deployment server.

Repository Server

“Where we are…” 

Not really imaging at all- but where we are 
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the 
deployment. mdm

Where we “were” Where we “are” Where (Apple says) we’re “going”

“Where we are going…” 



MDM + DEP +VPP
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the 
deployment. mdm

Client Machine
Receives pkgs/settings from mdm. Receives needed settings and 

applications and then checks in with 
application deployment server.

Repository Server

“Where we are going…” 



MicroMDM
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the 
deployment. mdm

Client Machine
Receives needed settings and 

applications and then checks in with 
application deployment server.

Repository Server

“Where we are going…” 

Receives pkgs/settings from mdm.

Jesse and Victor working on micro mdm 



the 
deployment.

!46
High touch

Golden Master

“Choose your own adventure…”

“Thin” imaging

MDM + DEP + VPP
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the 
deployment.
“Outta’ my hands, into theirs-“ 

There is always another way- 

Sometimes you just have to think differently about the situation- 
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

monitoring
logging

fleet visibility
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

munki

The main bread and butter of F/OSS macOS app deployment 
more of an idea than a an app 
Whose used it? 
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

Application deployment.
Managed installs. 
Optional Software. 

Client

Repository of internal apps and deployed 
items, stored on any web server. 

Server

munki
Munki consists of client-side tools written 

largely in Python, and is available as open-
source under the Apache 2 license. 

The idea of munki ecosystem
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

munki
Munki consists of client-side tools written 

largely in Python, and is available as open-
source under the Apache 2 license. 

Server

•
•

Server  
Whatever, websever  
Lost of examples you’ll see are nginx fronted simple bed services 
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

munki
Munki consists of client-side tools written 

largely in Python, and is available as open-
source under the Apache 2 license. 

software deployment

•
•

Client Server relationship
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

S3 plugin in munki 3, git lab runners  
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

munki
Munki consists of client-side tools written 

largely in Python, and is available as open-
source under the Apache 2 license. 

Git please
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the 
support.
“Update all the things!”

software deployment

munki
Munki consists of client-side tools written 

largely in Python, and is available as open-
source under the Apache 2 license. 

The main bread and butter of ons macOS app deployment 
more of an idea than a an app 
Whose used it?  
In summary… 
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the 
support.
“See what they see…”

fleet visibility

munkireport--php
Munki consists of client-side tools written 
largely in Python, and is available as open-

source under the Apache 2 license. 

Open, modules! write your own! 
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the 
support. fleet visibility

munkireport--php
Munki consists of client-side tools written 
largely in Python, and is available as open-

source under the Apache 2 license. 

Module name Description Comment
appusage AppUsage Module Requires Munki 3 or crankd to monitor application usage
ard ARD Module
bluetooth Bluetooth Module Connected bluetooth devices and battery state
backup2go Backup2Go Module
caching Caching Module OS X Server specific caching stats
certificate Certificate Module OS X Server specific
crashplan Crashplan Module
deploystudio DeployStudio Module
directory_service Directory Service Module Directory service binding type and status
disk_report Disk Report Module Connected drive type, size, and OS SMART status
displays_info Displays Information Module Connected display info
event Events Module Dashboard widget showing client messages
fan_temps FanTemps Module Fan speeds and thermal sensor temperatures
filevault_escrow FileVault 2 Escrow Module
filevault_status FileVault Status Module
findmymac Find My Mac Module
firmware_escrow FirmwareEscrow Module
fonts Fonts Module
gpu GPU Module Video card information
gsx GSX Module Requires GSX account with Apple. See "GSX lookups" section in config.php for more configuration 

details.
homebrew Homebrew Module
homebrew_info Homebrew Info Module
installhistory Installhistory Module Apple and 3rd party install history
inventory Inventory Module
localadmin Localadmin Module Lists local admins configured on the client
location Location Module Requires external pinpoint project

“See what they see…”

but loads to choose from- 
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the 
support. fleet visibility

munkireport--php
Munki consists of client-side tools written 
largely in Python, and is available as open-

source under the Apache 2 license. 

findmymac Find My Mac Module
firmware_escrow FirmwareEscrow Module
fonts Fonts Module
gpu GPU Module Video card information
gsx GSX Module Requires GSX account with Apple. See "GSX lookups" section in config.php for more configuration 

details.
homebrew Homebrew Module
homebrew_info Homebrew Info Module
installhistory Installhistory Module Apple and 3rd party install history
inventory Inventory Module
localadmin Localadmin Module Lists local admins configured on the client
location Location Module Requires external pinpoint project
managedinstalls ManagedInstalls Module munki managed installs info
munkiinfo Munkiinfo Module munki client configuration info
munkireport Munkireport Module
munkireportinfo MunkiReport Info Module
network Network Module
network_share Network Shares Module
power Power Module
printer Printer Module
profile Profile Module
sccm_status SCCM Status Module
security Security Module
servermetrics Servermetrics Module OS X Server specific
service Service Module OS X Server specific
smart_stats SMART Stats Module Requires 3rd party smartmontools
softwareupdate SoftwareUpdate Module
timemachine Timemachine Module
usb USB Module
warranty Warranty Module

“See what they see…”
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the 
support. fleet visibility

munkireport--php
Munki consists of client-side tools written 
largely in Python, and is available as open-

source under the Apache 2 license. 

“See what they see…”

Munki report session 
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the 
support.
“Know before they know, so they never know.”

monitoring
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the 
support.
“Know before they know, so they never know.”

monitoring

These aren’t user friendly, or really fun, but if “management” falls under monitoring a state, then it may be worth a look.  
Customizable service checks  
Server up/down  
NEMS by Bald Nerd Nagios-Enterprise-Monitoring-System 
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the 
support.
“Logging the logs.”

logging

Logging  
Interpretation  
And graphing  
ie user logins/failed autos  
If you can log it- you can visualize and alert on it- 
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taking a big 
step back.

Visualize your desired workflow will allow you to tie all the tools in together. 
Lets take a look at what we built … 
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Munki Repo Munkireport-PHPBSDpy

We stood up our assets database  
We have a netboot image available over bsdpy  
Munki repo is hosted on an ubuntu server  
and munki report is also hosted on another (or separate server)  
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Munki Repo Munkireport-PHP

Client data is imported to 
Snipe-IT, or similar asset 

management db.

BSDpy

Client data is imported to Snipe-IT, or similar asset management db.
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Client is imaged, via 
whichever means…

Munki Repo Munkireport-PHPBSDpy
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Client update requirements, 
pulls required applications 

and settings.
Client pushes information 
defined to report server.

Munki Repo Munkireport-PHPBSDpy

Client update requirements, pulls required applications  
and settings. 
Client pushes information defined to report server. 
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Munki Repo Munkireport-PHP

Preflight script references 
field on a db to preset client 

information.

BSDpy

Preflight script references field on a db to preset client information.
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taking a bigger 
step back.

Visualize your desired workflow will allow you to tie all the tools in together. This is an example! 
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Fresh Desired

A fresh state to a desired state, 



I need this  tool 
to do this job.

72

Fresh Desired

A fresh state to a desired state, 
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Fresh Desired

I need to do job,
tool does it best.

A change in mindset, takes a bit more research, bit keeping in mind your ORG and need it will help direct discussion moving forward. 
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macOS machine 
tools.
“The ‘almost’ bit.”

tools for use on a central management Mac
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Munki RepoBSDpy

?

We talked about deploying to netboot images or creating packages that are hosted  
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Munki RepoBSDpy

Has to be a Mac… 
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Munki RepoBSDpy

Could be VM or whatever. 
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macOS machine 
tools.
“The ‘almost’ bit.”

So here are some F/OSS tools for your mac, 



packages
Whenever you need to create an installation 
package or distribution for Mac OS X 10.5 or 
later…

79

suspicious package
Do you know what files that OS X Installer 
package actually installs?

FPM
The goal of fpm is to make it easy and quick 
to build packages such as rpms, debs, OSX 
packages, etc.

Payload-Free Pkg Creator
Uses AppleScript, shell scripting and 
pkgbuild behind the scenes to create 
payload-free packages.

Homebrew
The missing package manager for macOS.

Free / open source tools
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suspicious package
Do you know what files that OS X Installer 
package actually installs?

Free / open source tools
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packages
Whenever you need to create an installation 
package or distribution for Mac OS X 10.5 or 
later…

Free / open source tools



Payload-Free Pkg Creator
Uses AppleScript, shell scripting and 
pkgbuild behind the scenes to create 
payload-free packages.

82

Free / open source tools



FPM
The goal of fpm is to make it easy and quick 
to build packages such as rpms, debs, OSX 
packages, etc.

83

Free / open source tools



Homebrew
The missing package manager for macOS.

84

Makes a mac a little less mac-y 
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some projects 
worth looking 
into.

Some projects I am interested or I feel are worth watching.  



NoMAD
Full functionality of a bound Mac, without the 
bind.

86

Micro MDM
An experimental project to build a 
Mobile Device Management server for Apple 
devices.

Google Santa
Google Santa is a binary whitelisting/
blacklisting system for macOS.

OSQuery
osquery allows you to easily ask questions 
about your Linux, Windows, and macOS 
infrastructure.

Zentral
Open source Framework and server solution 
to gather, process, and monitor system 
events and link them to an inventory.

Chef
Chef lets you manage them all by turning 
infrastructure into code. 

Puppet
With Puppet you know exactly what is going 
on with all your software, and you get the 
automation needed to drive change with 
confidence.

Git / Gitlab
App tracking, configuration changes, 
best practice. 

These aren't just client runners, but servers or services 
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Micro MDM
An experimental project to build a 
Mobile Device Management server for Apple 
devices.
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Chef
Chef lets you manage them all by turning 
infrastructure into code. 

Puppet
With Puppet you know exactly what is going 
on with all your software, and you get the 
automation needed to drive change with 
confidence.

Not going to touch on tis one too much 
Ansible etc  
Talks on config management and such, Nate welck has a chef talk  



NoMAD
Full functionality of a bound Mac, without the 
bind.

trusource, Joel’s company has no mad  
Use Active Directory credentials for single sign-on to all services using Kerberos authentication. 
Automatic renewal of Kerberos tickets according to preferences for your environment. 
In-menu lock screen trigger for macOS. 
Automatic and manual retrieval of X509 identities from existing Windows Certificate Authorities.
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OSQuery
osquery allows you to easily ask questions 
about your Linux, Windows, and macOS 
infrastructure.

Interactive SQL 
CentOS, Ubuntu LTS, Windows, and macOS, and almost every Linux OS released since 2011
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Google Santa
Google Santa is a binary whitelisting/
blacklisting system for macOS.

New 10.13 kext items and dependancies 
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Git / Gitlab
App tracking, configuration changes, 
best practice. 

Free / open source tools 
Mac Justice has a session on this - highly recommend  
gitlab us reeky easy to stand up  
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Zentral
Open source Framework and server solution 
to gather, process, and monitor system 
events and link them to an inventory.
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https://github.com/zentralopensource/zentral/wiki
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https://github.com/zentralopensource/zentral/wiki



NoMAD
Full functionality of a bound Mac, without the 
bind.

96

Micro MDM
An experimental project to build a 
Mobile Device Management server for Apple 
devices.

Google Santa
Google Santa is a binary whitelisting/
blacklisting system for macOS.

OSQuery
osquery allows you to easily ask questions 
about your Linux, Windows, and macOS 
infrastructure.

Zentral
Open source Framework and server solution 
to gather, process, and monitor system 
events and link them to an inventory.

Chef
Chef lets you manage them all by turning 
infrastructure into code. 

Puppet
With Puppet you know exactly what is going 
on with all your software, and you get the 
automation needed to drive change with 
confidence.

Git / Gitlab
App tracking, configuration changes, 
best practice. 
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macOS, I use it where I must, 
otherwise I won’t.

In summary…
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number one 
resource: each-other.
macadmins.org

Slack  
Git 
Blogs 
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the 
goals of 
this talk.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
Approach open source tools in a way that is accessible for new administrators, small 
shops, folks that cannot go the paid route or are simply interested in what other tools 
might be out there. 

GLEAN SOMETHING NEW
I hope you leave with an idea, a thought, workflow modification, resource or a tool you 
didn’t have before this session. 



osTicket
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Snipe-IT
Snipe-IT lets your admins work together to 
track assets, software, accessories and 
consumables all in one place.

referenced
projects.

Easily scale and streamline your customer 
service and drastically improve your 
customer's experience.

Web Help Desk
Delivers simplicity and automation to 
streamline help desk ticketing and IT asset 
management.

Imagr
Imagr is an application designed to be run 
from a NetInstall environment created with 
AutoNBI.

NBICreator
NBICreator is a NetInstall image creation 
tool for OS X written in Objective-C.

ImagrAdmin
ImagrAdmin is a GUI application for macOS 
to update and create configuration plists for 
Imagr.

AutoImagrNBI
An app that automates the creation 
of NetBoot Images for use with Imagr.

AutoNBI
A tool to automate the building and 
customization of Apple NetInstall Images.

BSDpy
BSDPy is a platform-independent Apple 
NetBoot (BSDP) service Apple Mac NetBoot 
functionality, without macOS.

Micro MDM
An experimental project to build a Mobile 
Device Management server for Apple 
devices.

munki
Munki is a set of tools that, used together 
with a webserver-based repository of pkgs, 
can deploy software to macOS.

Munkireport-PHP
Munkireport-php is a reporting client for 
munki.



Google Santa
Google Santa is a binary whitelisting/
blacklisting system for macOS.
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Custom preflight scripts
Munki configuration using a preflight script 
to get the newest config information from 
your repo.

referenced
projects, cont’d.

OSQuery
osquery allows you to easily ask questions 
about your Linux, Windows, and macOS 
infrastructure.

Zentral
Open source Framework and server solution 
to gather, process, and monitor system 
events and link them to an inventory.

Syncthing
Syncthing replaces proprietary sync and 
cloud services with something open, 
trustworthy and decentralized.

Puppet
With Puppet you know exactly what is going 
on with all your software.

Chef
Chef lets you manage them all by turning 
infrastructure into code. 

Git / Gitlab
App tracking, configuration changes, 
best practice. 

packages
Whenever you need to create an installation 
package or distribution for Mac OS X 10.5 or 
later…

suspicious package
Do you know what files that OS X Installer 
package actually installs?

Payload-Free Pkg Creator
Uses AppleScript, shell scripting and 
pkgbuild behind the scenes to create 
payload-free packages.

NGINX
nginx [engine x] is an HTTP and reverse 
proxy server, a mail proxy server, and a 
generic TCP/UDP proxy server.



Homebrew
The missing package manager for macOS.

Zabbix
Zabbix is the ultimate enterprise-level 
software for real-time monitoring of of 
metrics collected from servers, virtual 
machines and network devices.
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Nagios Core
Nagios Core is the monitoring and alerting 
engine that serves as the primary 
application.

referenced
projects, cont’d.

Icinga
Monitor your network, servers and 
applications in a secure and reliable way.
Keep an eye on your infrastructure and stay 
up-to-date with current issues.

E.L.K. (Now Elastic) Stack
Reliably and securely take data from any 
source, in any format, & search, analyze, 
and visualize it in real time. 

Graylog
Parse and enrich logs, wire data, and event 
data from any data source.
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that’s
about 
all…
“Questions?”

Slides: goo.gl/yozpNA
Feedback: goo.gl/PCpHHM

Thats about all I have  
but its a big world out there so I hope this is a place to start  
Q/A
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end presentation 
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